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Abstract. The formation of WxOy
+●/-● clusters in the gas phase was studied by laser

desorption ionization (LDI) andmatrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) of
solid WO3. LDI produced (WO3)n

+ ●/- ● (n = 1-7) clusters. In MALDI, when using
nano-diamonds (NDs), graphene oxide (GO), or fullerene (C60) matrices, higher
mass clusters were generated. In addition to (WO3)n

-● clusters, oxygen-rich or -
deficient species were found in both LDI andMALDI (with the total number of clusters
exceeding one hundred ≈ 137). This is the first time that such matrices have been
used for the generation of(WO3)n

+●/-● clusters in the gas phase, while new highmass
clusters (WO3)n

-● (n = 12-19) were also detected.
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Introduction

M aterials containing tungsten oxide are used in a wide
range of applications because of their physical and

chemical properties [1–8]. For example, the electrochromic
properties of WO3 underpins the development of WO3/TiO2

core-shell nanowires as an energy saving material in smart
windows [4]. Graphene-WO3 nanomaterials find uses in chem-
istry, including photo catalysis and NO2 sensing, whereas the
WO3 building block forms the basis for polyoxometalate clus-
ters with Keggin’s and other structural forms, compounds
which are highly prized for their redox and acid-base properties
[8]. The possibility of discovering WO3 based clusters with
new structures and stoichiometry have driven a number of gas-
phase studies using mass spectrometry-based methods. While
LDI MS [9–12] and MALDI with classic matrices [13–15]
have been used to generate tungsten oxide and molybdenum

oxide clusters from various precursors, to the best of our
knowledge, the formation of tungsten oxide clusters using
carbonaceous matrices has not yet been reported. Here we have
used LDI and MALDI with quadrupole ion trap time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (QIT TOFMS) detection to study the for-
mation of gas-phase tungsten oxide (WxOy

+●/-●) clusters from
solid WO3. The use of nonconventional carbonaceous matrices
(nanodiamonds, fullerene, and graphene oxides) acting rather
as SALDI or SELDI (surface assisted laser desorption ioniza-
tion - or surface enhanced LDI) as a means of generating
WxOy

+●/-● clusters is also examined.

Experimental
Chemicals

Tungsten oxide powder (yellow color) was purchased from
Lachema (Brno, Czech Republic). Acetonitrile, C60, and
nano-diamonds (NDs) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Steinheim, Germany). Two different sources of graphene ox-
ides (GOs) were used and these are designated as: (1) GO-1,
which was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim,
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Germany); and (2) GO-2, which was donated by Grafenex Ltd.
(Brno, Czech Republic). Red phosphorus was from Riedel de
Haën (Hannover, Germany) and purified via sublimation in a
vacuum [16]. Water (ultra-pure) was double distilled from a
quartz apparatus of Heraeus Quarzschmelze (Hanau, Germa-
ny). All the other reagents were of analytical grade purity.

Mass Spectrometry

The mass spectra were recorded in both positive and negative
ion modes by using an AXIMA Resonance mass spectrometer
from Kratos Analytical Ltd. (Manchester, UK). This instru-
ment was equipped with a quadrupole ion trap, which allows
the recording of mass spectra in m/z ranges 100–400, 200–
1200, 800–3500, 1500–8000, and 3000–15,000. It is equipped
with a nitrogen laser (337 nm). The laser repetition rate was set
to 5 Hz with a pulse width of 3 ns. The laser power was
expressed in arbitrary unit (a.u.) from 0 to 180. The irradiated
spot size was approximately 150 μm in diameter whereas the
maximum laser power at 180 a.u. was 6 mW. Mass spectra
were obtained by accumulating the spectra from at least 2000
shots. External calibration in the individual m/z ranges was
done using red phosphorus clusters [16], whereas the accuracy
achieved was ±10 mDa.

Software and Computation

Theoretical isotopic patterns were calculated using Launchpad
software (Kompact ver. 2.9.3, 2011) from Kratos Analytical
Ltd. (Manchester, UK). The structures of selective tungsten
oxide clusters were visualized using Avogadro: an open source
molecular builder and visualization tool [17].

Sample Preparation for MS Analysis

The target plate was cleaned several times with ethanol and
then with double distilled water and dried at room temperature
before sample deposition. For LDI measurement, 1 μL ofWO3

powder suspended in acetonitrile was deposited on the target
plate and dried in a stream of air (Sample 1). Samples for
MALDI were prepared by mixing WO3 powder with copious
amounts of ND, C60, and graphene oxide matrices in an agate
mortar and pestle and the resulting powders suspended in
acetonitrile followed by 10 min of ultrasound and deposited
in a similar way as for LDI (Samples 2, 3, and 4, respectively).
The experimental setup of LDI andMALDI mass spectrometry
for the generation of tungsten oxide clusters is shown in
Figure 1.

The suspension of GO with WO3 (Sample 4) was slightly
greenish and settled on the bottom rather quickly (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). Interestingly, when theWO3 - GOmixture was
heated (≈ 90–100 °C) under ultrasound, the formation of a
stable dispersion was observed (even stable after several days).
Sample 4 represents a kind of composite.

Results and Discussion
Mass spectra were recorded in both positive and negative ion
modes. The effect of the laser energy for the LDI ionization of
WO3 and also for MALDI ionization with the use of carbona-
ceous matrices (MALDI) was studied for each m/z range and
the laser energy at which the ionization starts was searched for.
Spectra in negative ion mode are richer in WO3 clusters than in
the positive ion mode. With carbonaceous matrices, some
carbon clusters were found. Results are given for the ranges
m/z 100–400, 200–1200, 800–3500, and 1500–8000, while no
significant signals were observed beyond m/z value 6000. The
resolving power 5000–10 000 was achieved for all m/z ranges.

Range m/z 100–400

Positive Ion Mode

In positive ion mode, for all the samples (Samples 1–3) it was
found that the ionization started at ~ 90–110 a.u. During laser
ablation of Sample 1, WO2

+● cation-radical was detected at
around m/z 216 (value corresponds to the highest peak from
the isotopic envelope). In the mass spectra of Sample 2, gener-
ation of W+●, WO+●, and WO2

+● ions were observed (Supple-
mentary Figure S2). In addition, a few low-intensityWO5H3

- and
WO5C

-● ions were also detected. In the mass spectra obtained
from Sample 3 noWO3 clusters were observed, just a few carbon
clusters were detected in agreement with the literature [18].

Negative Ion Mode

In negative ion mode, the ionization started at about 100–110
a.u. for all the samples. In the mass spectra recorded from the
Sample 1 WO3

-● ion was detected, while the most abundant
peak detected was WO4H

-. There was a good agreement be-
tween the experimental isotopic pattern and the theoretical
model of mass spectra concerning WO3

-● and WO4H
- ions,

which is shown in Supplementary Figure S3. WO5H3
- and

WO5C
-● ions were also detected. In the mass spectra of Sample

2, in addition to the WO3
-● ion, clusters of WO3H8

-, WO4H
-,

WO4H10
-, and WO5H10

- were detected. When using C60 as
matrix (Sample 3), only (WO3)n

-● (n = 1–3) clusters were
detected. In addition, some peaks corresponding to clusters
with higher numbers of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon were
detected. The appearance of hydrogen containing clusters
WxOyHn is due to traces of water as moisture in the WO3

preparative. Pavlov [10] observed a similar phenomenon and
proposed a general formula (WO3)nW3(OH)4(H2O)3(OH)

- for
negatively charged clusters, abbreviated to WxOyHn

+●/-●.

Range m/z 200–1200

Positive Ion Mode

In positive ion mode, the ionization for Samples 1-3 started
at laser energy 120, 120, or 80 a.u., respectively. For the
mass spectra of Sample 1, various series of clusters
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(WO3)n
+● (n = 1–5); (WO3)nW

+● (n = 2–3); (WO3)nWO+●

(n = 2–3); (WO3)nWO2
+● (n = 1–4) along with the species

(WO3)2W2O2
+● and (WO3)5H2

+● were detected (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4). The mass spectra obtained from Sample 2 were
quite complex and difficult to interpret due to overlapping peaks
and the partial appearance of hydrogen containing clusters. For
Sample 3 some low intensive carbon clusters were detected.

Negative Ion Mode

In negative ion mode, the effect of laser energy was studied
(Supplementary Figure S5) and the start of ionization was
observed at 90–120 a.u. for all the samples. In the mass spectra
of Sample 1, the series of polymeric (WO3)n

-● (n = 2–7) clusters
was detected. Adjacent to each (WO3)n

-● peak, a series of
clusters with the addition of one OH- [(WO3)nOH

- (n = 2–6)]
was detected, in agreement with the literature [10], whereas a
series of hydrogen and oxygen rich species were detected here
for the first time (for example, W2O8H7

-, W2O9H4
-, W4O14H7

-,
and W4O15H9

-). The peak intensities observed for the W3O9
-●

cluster was congruent with those calculated (Supplementary
Figure S6). Several “oxygen deficient species” with a lower
number of oxygen atoms than in the (WO3)n

-● formula were
detected, including W3O6

-●, W3O7
-●, and W3O8

-● clusters (e.g.,
inset in Figure 2a); andW4O10

-● andW4O11
-● clusters. From the

mass spectra of Samples 2 and 3, series of clusters such as
(WO3)n

-● (n = 1–5), were detected while several oxygen defi-
cient series such as W2Oy

-● (y = 5-8), W3Oy
-● (y = 4-8), W4Oy

-●

(y = 7-11), and “hydroxylated” series [(WO3)nOH
- (n = 2-5)] of

clusters were also observed. Adjacent to each (WO3)n
-● species,

related clusters arising from the addition of one OH- and

removal of one oxygen atom were observed (Figure 2a). In
addition, clusters containing hydrogen/hydroxy group were also
detected and these probably originate from traces of water
present in the materials used. In the case of the MALDI exper-
iments, the NDs or GO matrices may also be a source of both
hydrogen and OH groups [19, 20].

Range m/z 800–3500

Positive Ion Mode

The ionization starts for all the samples at 80–100 a.u. In the
mass spectra of Sample 1, a series of clusters: (WO3)nWO2

+● (n
= 3–6), W4O11

+●, W4O12H2
+●, W5Oy

+● (y = 13–14),
W5O15H2

+●, W6Oy
+● (y = 16–17), W6O20H10

+●, and W7Oy
+●

(y = 20–21) were detected. Figure 3 shows an overview of
cluster peaks detected in the mass spectra obtained from Sample
1 in the range m/z 800–2000. The mass spectra obtained from
Sample 2 are very complex due to overlapping of peaks, so even
at the achieved mass resolution, the isotopic patterns of the
clusters are not distinguishable. In the mass spectra obtained
from Sample 3, there is an indication of the formation of carbon
clusters with an even number of carbon atoms. Formation of
carbon clusters shows that fullerene decomposition occurs.

Negative Ion Mode

In negative ionmode, the effect of laser energy has been studied,
and the ionization starts for all three samples between 90 and
110 a.u. An example of the effect of laser energy for LDI of

Figure 1. Experimental setup of LDI and/or MALDI TOFmass spectrometry for generation of tungsten oxide clusters. Structures of
(WO3)n were calculated using the Avogadro program [17]
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WO3 (Sample 1) is given in Figure 4. For the mass spectra of
Sample 1 series of clusters (WO3)n

-● (n = 4–8) was identified. In
addition, several series of clusters deficient in oxygen and clus-
ters containing hydrogen were also detected. Increasing the laser
energy from 120 to 140, the intensity of the peaks in the range
m/z 1500–2000 decreased, while the intensity of the peaks in the
range m/z 800–1500 increased. A summary of WxOyHn

+●/-●

clusters observed via LDI of WO3 is given in Table 1 and
overview of m/z values in Table 2.

From the mass spectra of Sample 2, a series of clusters
(WO3)n

-● (n = 4–17) were identified (Figure 2b). In addition to
this series, another one indicates clusters with a lower number of
oxygen: W4Oy

-● (y = 10–13), W5Oy
-● (y = 13–14), W6Oy

-● (y =
11–17), W7O20

-●, W8O23
-●, W9O26

-●, W9O28H
-, and a series of

clusters W5O15OH
-, W6O18OH

-, W7O21OH
-, and W8O24OH

-

containing hydroxyl were also detected. The mass spectra above
m/z 2500 are complex and with low intensity. From the mass
spectra of Sample 3 (WO3)n

-● (n = 4–8) clusters were detected

Figure 2. LDI mass spectrum of WO3 when nano-diamonds were used as a matrix. (a) In the m/z range 400–2000 the series of
clusters with increasing numbers of OH groups were identified. Another series with a lower number of oxygen is given in the inset.
Conditions: negative ion mode, laser energy 140 a.u. (b) Them/z range 800–4000. Conditions: negative ion mode, laser energy 130
a.u. The mass spectrum inm/z range 1500–6000 is given in the inset. Conditions: negative ion mode, laser energy 150 a.u.

Figure 3. Overview of peaks detected in the mass spectra in mass range m/z 800–2000. Conditions: positive ion mode, laser
energy 130 a.u. The peaks overlapped with hydrogen containing species are marked with an asterisk
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(Supplementary Figure S7). In addition, some clusters with lower
numbers of oxygen and hydroxyl group containing species were
also detected similarly as described for Sample 2. From the
comparison of LDI and MALDI mass spectra, it follows that
from MALDI spectra (when using NDs as a matrix) clusters
containing a higher number of tungsten oxide units were identi-
fied. Also, other WxOy

+●/-● clusters are observed (Figure 5). This
means that NDs as a matrix exhibit higher efficiency in the

generation of WxOy
+●/-● clusters compared with the fullerene

C60 and/or LDI.

Range m/z 1500–8000

From the mass spectra of Sample 1 and Sample 3 – obtained in
negative ion mode – no high m/z WxOy

-● clusters were identi-
fied while for Sample 2 (WO3)n

-● (n = 8–18) clusters were

Figure 4. LDI mass spectra of WO3 in the rangem/z 800–2000. Effect of laser energy. Conditions: negative ionmode, spectra were
normalized at 1500 mV, laser energy 120, 130, and 140 a.u.

Table 1. Overview of (WxOy)Hn
+●/-● Clusters Detected from WO3 during LDI and MALDI (NDs or Graphene Oxide Matrices)a

x LDI MALDI using NDs and GO as matrix

1 WO2
+● WO5H3

+●

WO3
-● WO4H

-
W+● WO+● WO2

+● WO3
-● WO4H

+ WO5
-●

WO6
-●

2 W2O5
+● W2O6

+●/-● W2O7H
+/- W2O9H4

- W2O15H
- W2O6H

+ W2O7
+● W2O6

-● W2O7H
-

3 W3O6
+● W3O7

+● W3O8
+●/-● W3O9

-● W3O9H2
+ W3O10H3

+ W3O11H4
+ W3O10H

-

W3O11H7
-

W3O10H3
+W3O9H2

+W3O10H
+/- W3O4

-●W3O5
-●W3O6

-●W3O7
-●W3O8

-●

W3O9
-●

4 W4O8
+● W4O9

+● W4O10
+●/-● W4O11

+●/-● W4O12
+●/-● W4O13H

+/- W4O10
+●/-● W4O11

+●/-● W4O12H
+ W4O13H3

+ W4O9
-● W4O12

-● W4O13H
-

5 W5O11
+● W5O12H2

+ W5O13
+● W5O14

+●/-● W5O12
-● W5O13

-● W5O15
-● W5O15H2

+

W5O16H
-

W5O14
+● W5O15H

+ W5O11
-●

W5O12
-● W5O13

-● W5O14
-●

W5O15
-● W5O16H

-

6 W6O15
+● W6O16

+●/-● W6O17
+●/-● W6O18H2

+ W6O15
-● W6O18

-● W6O19H
- W6O11

-● W6O12
-● W6O13

-●

W6O14
-● W6O15

-● W6O16
-● W6O17

-● W6O18
-● W6O19H

-

7 W7O20
+●/-● W7O21

+●/-● W7O22H
- W7O20

-● W7O21
+●/-● W7O22H

-

8 W8O24
-● W8O23

-● W8O23
+●/-● W8O24

-● W8O25H
-

9 W9O25
+● W9O26

-● W9O27
-● W9O28H

-

10 W10O29
-● W10O30

-●

11 W11O32
-● W11O33

-●

12 W12O36
-● W12O41

-● W12O42
-●

13 W13O39
-● W13O44

-●

14 W14O42
-●

15 W15O45
-●

16 W16O48
-●

17 W17O51
-●

18 W18O54
-●

19 W19O57
-●

aOnly major species with intensities three times higher than noise level are given here. The clusters in bold were detected only when graphene oxide was used as a
matrix
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detected. There are also some low intensive clusters containing
hydrogen, e.g., W15O45H

-, W17O50H2
-, W18O54H2

-, etc. The
detailed analysis of the mass spectra is given in inset of
Figure 2b. The spectra above m/z ~4000 are of low intensity,
complex, and difficult to resolve because of the overlapping of
isotopic patterns of clusters. In the positive ion mode, no higher
WxOy

+● clusters were detected.

MS Using Graphene Oxides as a Matrix

In addition to the use of nano-diamonds and C60 fullerene as
matrices, the use of graphene oxides (GO-1 and GO-2) was
also investigated by analyzing Sample 4. In negative ion mode,
the ‘richest’ spectra with (WO3)n

-● (n = 1–19) clusters were
obtained using GO-2 as a matrix (Supplementary Figures S8
and S9). In addition, oxygen rich and/or deficient species were
detected similar to Sample 2. The spectra obtained inm/z range
1500–8000 using GO-1 as a matrix are complex. In positive ion
mode, the spectra obtained from WO3 using GO-1 were rich with
various WxOyHn

+●/-●clusters, while most of the species contained
hydrogen.UsingGO-1 andGO-2 asmatrices, we also observed the
formation (W12O41)

-● and (W12O42)
-● clusters. The caged-like

dodecatungstate anion (W12O41)
-● was described only when pre-

cursors such as CaWO4, PbWO4, WO2, etc. were used in aqueous
conditions, whereas with organic solvents such as acetonitrile or
ethanol this caged (W12O41)

-● cluster has not been detected [10,

12]. However, the highest mass clusters observed were the follow-
ing:W9O27

-●,W10O30
-●,W11O33

-●,W12O36
-●,W12O41

-●,W12O42
-●,

W13O44
-●, W14O42

-●, W15O45
-●, W16O48

-●, W17O51
-●,W18O54

-●,
and W19O57

-●.
Remark: “The differences in the types of ions observed

using different matrices can be ascribed to the fact that
nanodiamonds, fullerene, and GO1 or GO2 do not work the
same way as classic MALDI matrices but rather as SALDI or
SELDI (surface assisted or surface enhanced) materials, which
increase the efficacy of laser desorption ionization [21, 22].”

MSn Analysis

The analysis of selected ions in the gas phase was also done by
MS2. For example, collision-induced dissociation (CID) of the
cluster at around m/z 927.8 (WO3)4

-● leads to the formation of
product ions at around m/z 463.9 (WO3)2

-● corresponding to
the loss of (WO3)2 at around (463.9 Da) as demonstrated in
Supplementary Figure S10.

The Structure of (WxOy)Hn
+/- Clusters

TOF MS does not give direct structural information on the
clusters. Some structures of (WxOy)Hn

+●/-● clusters have al-
ready been described [1, 23–25], and some of these are shown
in Figure 1. Although the high mass clusters found here may be

Table 2. Overview of m/z Values for the most Intensive Clusters

Clusters m/z Clusters m/z Clusters m/z

WO3
+/- 232 (WO3)OH

+/- 249 (WO3) H2
+/- 234

(WO3)2
+/- 464 (WO3)2 OH

+/- 481 (WO3) H2
+/- 466

(WO3)n n × 231.9 (WO3)n OH
+/- 231.9 × n + 17 (WO3)n H2

+/- 231.9 × n + 2

Figure 5. Comparison of LDI and MALDI mass spectra of WO3 when using either C60 or NDs matrices in them/z range 800–4000.
Conditions: negative ion mode, laser energy 130 a.u.
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structurally related to W2O8
- and W3On

- (n = 7–11) previously
studied using computational chemistry, a detailed quantum
chemistry study would provide valuable information on how
the structure of these clusters vary based upon the number of
oxygen atoms present. Such a study is beyond the scope of this
work.

Conclusions
LDI with QIT TOF MS detection was found to be a powerful
technique for the generation and analysis of (WO3)n clusters.
NDs or graphene oxide as MALDI matrices exhibit the highest
efficiency for the generation of high mass WO3 clusters com-
pared with fullerene and direct LDI of WO3 and, for the first
twomatrices, the formation of (WO3)n

-● (n = 1-19) clusters was
demonstrated. The increase of ionization can be explained by
the SALDI or SELDI effect. The highest increase is observed
in nano-diamonds and graphene oxide. Anionic (WO3)n

-● (n =
12-19) clusters and some cationic clusters such as (WO3)n

+● (n
= 1-7) are reported here for the first time. The formation of
caged-like dodecatungstate anions was observed when using
GO as a matrix. Knowledge concerning the formation of tung-
sten oxide clusters in the gas phase might be important for the
development of various new materials.
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